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Lakelet Adds Three New Team Members to Enhance Marketing and 
Support Staff

West Seneca, NY - Michael R. Koeppel, managing director of Lakelet Advisory Group, LLC is 
pleased to announce the hiring of two new team members and one intern, drawing from the talent 
pool at the State University of New York at Buffalo (SUNY Buffalo). 

Jessie Rinaldo has been hired as Lakelet’s public relations coordinator. Ms. Rinaldo’s responsibilities 
will include organizing speaking engagements, preparing client presentations and media materials, 
seeking out opportunities for publicity, scheduling events and maintaining Lakelet’s main database. 
Ms. Rinaldo is pursuing a bachelor's degree in Business Administration with a concentration in 
Marketing and will graduate from SUNY Buffalo in 2016. 

Jacalyn Meyvis will serve as Lakelet Financial Forensics Group’s Marketing Coordinator. Ms. 
Meyvis will implement marketing plans and campaigns that promote the organization’s products and 
services. In addition, she will write content for the firm’s website and collateral marketing materials. 
Ms. Meyvis will graduate from SUNY Buffalo this spring with a B.S. in Business Administration 
with a concentration in Marketing and International Business. 

Sabrina Yiwen Lin, the firm’s intern and social media advisor, is finalizing her graduate studies in 
Economic Geography and International Trade at SUNY Buffalo this spring. Her internship project 
includes setting up a social media presence for the firm and developing ways for Lakelet to publish 
high-value content for its audiences, and to develop strategies to monitor, understand and respond to 
its various social media activities. 

About Lakelet Advisory Group - Founded in 2012 and located in Buffalo, New York, Lakelet 
Advisory Group focuses on delivering tangible results for its clients and helping them move to the 
“next level.” Based on decades of experience with companies from around the globe, the firm 
provides turnaround, financial forensic, and business valuation services to a growing list of corporate 
and governmental clients, resulting in increased efficiencies, reduced costs, and improved trust from 
clients and investors. To find out more, visit www.LakeletAG.com or call (716) 984-5303. 


